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The Rabbit® Open & Preserve Electric Wine Set
features an integrated stainless steel foil cutter,
electric corkscrew, and electric wine preserver. The
manual foil cutter fits seamlessly into the body of the
device, and a clear window allows you to see the
cork as it’s removed from the bottle. The
rechargeable base holds the two vacuum preserving
stoppers (included). This compact, easy-to-use tool
has Open and Preserve buttons, and works on all
cork types and standard bottle sizes. Simply flip the
corkscrew to the other side to preserve wine. $100,
Item 5300379, Williams Sonoma exclusive (June).

The Rabbit® Chilling Carafe quickly chills and
aerates a bottle of room temperature wine as you
pour. The stainless steel chilling core can be filled
with ice and has an easy-to-remove stopper. The
chilling core extends down into the carafe, keeping
wine chilled without dilution, down to the last glass.
The borosilicate glass carafe includes a fill line to
ensure that wine will not overflow the vessel when
the chiller is inserted. The Rabbit Chilling Carafe
holds 750mL (25oz) of wine, iced tea, water, batch
cocktails, can be used indoors or out, and is an ideal
way to chill beverages and keep them cool for
optimal enjoyment. $70, Item 5300380 (July)

Enhance the flavor of your cocktails with the
Rabbit® Liquor Infusing Decanter. Create your
own delicious infused liquors at home with this easy-
to-fill decanter. Add your favorite fruits, vegetables,
herbs, or spices, along with your favorite spirit. The
stainless steel strainer filters out infusing ingredients
as you pour. The glass decanter holds 20oz,
provides a clear view of your infused liquor, and
makes for a beautiful presentation when
entertaining. $60, Item 5300381 (July)
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Designed for use with a single glass or a
decanter, the Rabbit® Wine Aerator with
Stand allows for hands-free aeration that
immediately improves the flavor of your wine.
Use the aerator with the wings to place on top
of a wine glass for a single serving, or remove
the wings to place it on a decanter to aerate a
full bottle of wine. The aerator funnels the wine
as you pour, helping to release flavor and
aroma. The stand catches any last drips of
wine, and the removable sediment filter is easy
to clean. $25, Item 5283982, Rabbitwine.com,
Amazon

Thoughtfully designed in collaboration with
acclaimed bartenders, the Rabbit® Craft
Cocktail Set makes it easy to create cocktails
at home. The tools allow you to emulate
professional techniques for stirring, chilling and
mixing and each tool takes an innovative
approach to its function. The Cocktail Spin
Spoon features a unique rotating handle that
allows the spoon to follow the contour of the
glass, preventing clicking into the ice so drinks
remain clear, not cloudy. The jigger and strainer
let you measure and strain with precision and
nest together when not in use. The 2-in-1
muddler and reamer streamlines the process of
adding fresh ingredients to cocktail. The 3-in-1
garnish tool features a built-in zester, peeler
and channel knife to remove zest and enhance
drinks with garnishes and ribbons. The set also
includes a mixing glass. $99, Item 5268415,
Rabbitwine.com, Amazon
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Whip up perfectly chilled cocktails, from
martinis and gimlets to sidecars and
manhattans, with the new Rabbit® 18oz
Cocktail Shakers in Stainless Steel and in
Black. These two new Cocktail Shakers
provide no-mess shaking, and have a silicone
band that provides a non-slip grip. They are
made of double-walled stainless steel to keep
hands comfortable while you create the
perfectly chilled cocktail. Complete with a built-
in strainer and jigger that doubles as the cap,
these leak-proof shakers make a great gift for
your favorite mixologist. Item 5283980
(Stainless Steel), $30 each, Item 5283979
(Black), Item 5283980 (Stainless Steel),
Rabbitwine.com, Amazon

Creating perfectly shaken cocktails at home
just got a lot simpler. With easy-to-read
measurements on the glass, and a cap that
doubles as a 1.5 ounce jigger, the Rabbit®

18oz Glass Cocktail Shaker is just what you
need for your next party. The leak-proof design
allows you to shake cocktails with confidence,
and the silicone boot on the base prevents slips
and spills on the countertop. The shaker has an
18 fl. ounce / 533 mL capacity, $30, Item
5289263, Rabbitwine.com, Amazon
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The Chef’n® Peel N Grate Ginger Peeler and
Grater makes it easy to peel and grate fresh
ginger quickly. The ergonomic shape fits
comfortably in your hand. The peelers pointed
end reaches perfectly into ginger's nooks and
crannies. The round holes help you quickly
grate fresh ginger without clogging. Snap the
metal peeler into the underside of the grater to
collect ginger as you grate. Or, separate the
grater and peeler to collect grated ginger in the
back of the grate. You can also grate ginger
directly into your recipe. Both pieces are top-
rack dishwasher safe. $15, Item 5284625,
Chefn.com

Say goodbye to soggy, wilted produce.
Chef’n® Fruit & Veggie Storage Bins allow
for air flow and reduce condensation so
produce stays fresher, longer. The bins come
with a suspended mesh bag that allows air
flow to keep veggies crisp; and the bag can
even be used when shopping at the grocery
store. The bins are available in small and
medium sizes, and both come with an
adjustable air vent in the lid. Top-rack
dishwasher safe. $15 (Small, Item 5273481),
$19 (Medium, Item 5273480), Chefn.com

The Chef'n® Juicester Citrus Juicer features
a double press design with spring-back
technology, meaning every last drop of juice
will be squeezed from your fresh produce. It
holds up to 1.5 cups of fresh juice. Two
reamer options are included to fit most
oranges and lemons. Both pieces are top-rack
dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. $17, Item
5284627, Chefn.com
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Make your own spice mixes, marinades,
dressings, and more in the Chef’n® SpiceBall.
An angled mortar makes it easy and comfortable
to grind and mix ingredients, and the integrated
splash guard ensures ingredients stay inside so
you can combine dry and wet ingredients, and
keep your countertops clean. The set includes a
ceramic mortar, ceramic pestle, and silicone
splash guard. Top-rack dishwasher safe. $30,
Item 5284622, Chefn.com

Prepping a fresh juicy mango without the proper
tools is difficult! The Chef’n® Split 'n Pit Mango
Prep Tool helps you quickly, easily, and safely
remove the pit from any mango. Then you can
use the scoop to free up the tasty fruit. The
Mango Prep tool has a serrated edge that you
use to pierce the mango skin. The beveled edge
helps you scoop the mango from skin. Top-rack
dishwasher safe. $13, Item 5284623, Chefn.com

We upgraded our Chef'n® FreshForce Plus
Citrus Juicer to make it even better! It now
features a hang loop for convenient storage, and
wider feet to allow the juicer to sit upright. This
classic bar-friendly tool produces up to 20% more
juice than conventional handheld juicers. The
FreshForce dual-gear mechanism increases
pressing power, and the ergonomically friendly
handle make for easy squeezing. Hand wash
recommended. $30, Item 5284621, Chefn.com
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The Chef’n® S'mores Roaster helps you enjoy
your favorite camping treat, anytime, indoors or
outdoors! No more hassling with a campfire, just
the perfect snack at your fingertips. The metal
tray is the perfect spot to warm your graham
cracker and melt your chocolate while you wait
for your marshmallow to roast. Safe to use
indoors and outdoors, the set comes with four
stainless steel roasting sticks, a ceramic dome,
wire mesh, a flue, metal tray, wooden base, and
snuffer. $60, Item 5275257, Chefn.com,
Amazon

The Chef’n® Taffy Puller helps you make fresh
saltwater taffy at home – no beach boardwalk
needed! The kit includes a taffy puller and
detailed recipe book. The recipes are
customizable with added ingredients, colors and
textures. The taffy puller is easy to clean, and
can easily fold down for drawer or shelf storage.
BPA fee, hand wash. $45, Item 5273478,
Chefn.com, Amazon

Stay warm and make rich, creamy hot
chocolate in minutes with the Chef’n Frothing
Hot Chocolate Pot. Nothing is cozier than
bundling up with a mug of homemade hot cocoa
(unless you add a splash of your favorite adult
bevy to the mix). Push a button and the internal
whisk froths your mixture evenly. Sip and enjoy!
The insulated pot, which holds up to 1 liter of
liquid, keeps hot chocolate warmer, longer. The
ceramic pot is top-rack dishwasher safe; the lid
and whisk should be wiped clean. $80, Item
5297061, Chefn.com, Amazon
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The PlanetBox® Explorer is our first Leak
Proof Lunch Box for mess-free meals with
a microwave safe* tray for warming up
food for a hot lunch! The removable tray
creates two tiers for keeping foods
separate, while the silicone seal in the lid
ensures wet and dry foods stay contained.
Either tier fits two small Rover dippers and
one large Rover dipper. The lid and clasps
are easy to open and close, and the lid is
magnetic so you can customize the lunch
box with PlanetBox magnets. Made of food
grade 304 and 430 stainless steel and
LFGB silicone, the Explorer is free from
BPA, phthalates, and other harmful
chemicals. Carry it with ease in a
PlanetBox Lunch Tote or Sack bag. Plastic
free. $62, Item 5296499, Planetbox.com

*Only the removable tray is microwave and oven safe. Do not

put other pieces in the microwave. Do not microwave with other

microwave safe stainless steel items.
The PlanetBox® Trailhead Double
Sided Snack Container is perfect for
portable munching! This container has
two compartments to hold your favorite
snack combos, wet or dry, including
veggies, fruit, chips, pretzels, dips, yogurt,
granola, oatmeal, and more. Wet and dry
foods remain separate thanks to the leak-
free silicone center. The durable stainless
steel set includes two, leak-free
compartments (one 4oz container, one
9oz container), and a double sided
silicone lid. This snack set is non-toxic,
contains no lead, PVC, phthalates or BPA
material, and is made of food-grade 304
stainless steel and LFGB silicone. It’s also
dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. Plastic
free. $20. Item 5296500, Planetbox.com
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The PlanetBox® Mercury Insulated Food
Container keeps food hot or cold for long
days on on-the-go, and it’s easy to open!
This vacuum-insulated container ensures
hot food stays hot and cold food stays cold
for up to 12 hours. The leak proof lid with
removable silicone gasket prevents leaks
and spills. Enjoy soup, yogurt, veggies,
leftovers, and more. This food container
contains no lead, PVC, phthalates, or BPA
material. It’s made of food-grade 304
stainless steel and LFGB silicone.
Personalize the outside of the container
with PlanetBox Mercury magnets (always
remove magnets before washing and allow
the lid to dry completely before reapplying).
Hand-wash recommended. $35, Item
5296498, Planetbox.com

We’ve done the thinking and
measuring for you with the
PlanetBox® Prep to Pack Baking
Tray Set! This set of two silicone
baking trays create baked goods
that fit into the compartments of
each lunchbox. Each tray makes
6x3.27oz. portions. The baking
trays are oven safe to 450°,
dishwasher safe, and free from
BPA, phthalates, and other harmful
chemicals. $30, Item 5296497,
Planetbox.com
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The Kamenstein® Ceramic and Cork Collection offers stylish and functional kitchen
storage pieces with unique features. The items are made from sleek, durable ceramic and
natural cork. The cork lids absorb moisture, which prevents spices from hardening, and
naturally repels fruit flies. The Garlic Keeper and Produce Bowl have breathable vents for
prolonging freshness, and the Canister Set is stackable for space-saving. The Salt &

Pepper Cellar and Garlic Keeper have concave lids for storing loose cloves or larger
spices for easy access while cooking. These high-quality storage essentials are the perfect
solution for any kitchen pantry, cabinet, or countertop. Large Produce Bowl ($80), Canister
Set of 3 ($50), Garlic Keeper ($25), Salt Cellar Set ($20), Salt Pig ($15). Amazon
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The Farberware® SmartSharp Knife Sharpener with LED Indicator is first to market
to show consumers the condition of their kitchen knife blades, and provide an easy
way to sharpen blades when needed. SmartSharp uses innovative, one-of-a-kind,
patent-pending, optical technology to detect the blade sharpness and displays the
sharpness level with LED lights. Red = dull, needs sharpening. Yellow = additional
sharpening needed. Green = sharp and ready to use. Farberware SmartSharp is large
enough to fit comfortably in your hand when using on a countertop, but small enough
to fit in a drawer for storage. It’s convenient and easy to understand. To use, pull the
blade through the sharpness indicator slot and wait for the LED light. If sharpening is
needed, simply pull the knife blade though the two-stage sharpening slots to sharpen
and hone. Regular maintenance of knives will help prolong their longevity. Farberware
SmartSharp is battery operated and can be used anywhere in the world. $59.99, Item
5297130, Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/Farberware-Two-Stage-SmartSharp-Sharpener-Sharpening/dp/B0BFJT9XW9/ref=sr_1_1?crid=35K5OLYPJI46L&keywords=farberware+smartsharp&qid=1677594521&s=home-garden&sprefix=farberware+smartsharp,garden,132&sr=1-1&ufe=app_do:amzn1.fos.304cacc1-b508-45fb-a37f-a2c47c48c32f
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The Farberware® Triple-Riveted Blush and Gold
Cutlery Set keeps essential knives on hand while
adding a stylish look to any kitchen. Each blade is
expertly crafted from superior quality, high-carbon
stainless steel, which ensures they retain their ultra-
sharp edge longer than conventional stainless steel.
The ergonomically designed, triple-riveted blush
handles provide exceptional comfort and control,
and feature elegant gold accents. Plus, this set
includes a sharpening steel to keep knives sharp
and an attractive rubber wood storage block that
keeps knives neatly stored for easy access. The 15-
piece set includes: 8-inch Chef Knife, 8-inch Slicing
Knife, 5-1/2 inch Serrated Utility Knife, 5-1/2 inch
Fine-Edge Utility Knife, 5-inch Santoku Knife, 3-1/2
inch Paring Knife, six 4-1/2 inch Steak Knives, All-
Purpose Shears, Sharpening Steel, and Natural
Acacia Wood Storage Block. $45.49, Item 5285719,
Amazon

The Farberware® Triple-Riveted White and Gold
Cutlery Set keeps essential knives on hand while
adding a stylish look to any kitchen. Each blade is
expertly crafted from superior quality, high-carbon
stainless steel, which ensures they retain their ultra-
sharp edge for longer than conventional stainless
steel. The ergonomically designed, triple-riveted
white handles provide exceptional comfort and
control, and feature elegant gold accents. Plus, this
set includes a sharpening steel to keep knives
sharp and an attractive rubber wood storage block
that keeps knives neatly stored for easy access.
The 15-piece set includes: 8-inch Chef Knife, 8-inch
Slicing Knife, 5-1/2 inch Serrated Utility Knife, 5-1/2
inch Fine-Edge Utility Knife, 5-inch Santoku Knife,
3-1/2 inch Paring Knife, six 4-1/2 inch Steak Knives,
All-Purpose Shears, Sharpening Steel, and Natural
Acacia Wood Storage Block. $59.99, item 5280847,
Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/Farberware-Triple-Riveted-Acacia-15-Piece/dp/B098YMY8JQ/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2SXFZY1G5BGLW&keywords=farberware%2Bcutlery%2Bblush%2Band%2Bgold&qid=1677604226&s=home-garden&sprefix=farberware%2Bcutlery%2Bblush%2Band%2Bgold,garden,98&sr=1-1&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Farberware-Triple-Riveted-Knife-15-Piece/dp/B098YPVMSK/ref=sr_1_4?crid=40ZAI4ZHZQL8&keywords=Farberware%C2%AE%2BTriple-Riveted%2BWhite%2Band%2BGold%2BCutlery%2BSet&qid=1677604613&s=home-garden&sprefix=farberware%2Btriple-riveted%2Bwhite%2Band%2Bgold%2Bcutlery%2Bset,garden,202&sr=1-4&th=1
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The Sabatier® 15-Piece Forged Triple-Riveted
Cutlery Set with White and Brass Handles keeps
essential knives on hand while adding a stylish look
to your kitchen. Each knife blade is expertly crafted
from superior-quality, high-carbon stainless steel for
optimal cutting performance. Forged, triple-riveted
handles are perfectly weighted for balance and
control and ergonomically designed for comfort
while cutting. All components store neatly in the
attractive acacia wood block. The set includes: 8
inch Chef Knife, 8 inch Slicing Knife, 5 inch Serrated
Utility Knife, 4.5 inch Fine-Edge Utility Knife, 5.5
inch Santoku Knife, 3.5 inch Paring Knife, six 4.5
inch Forged Steak Knives, All-Purpose Shears,
Sharpening Steel, and Acacia Wood Block. $169.99,
Item 5297827, Amazon

The Farberware® Edgekeeper 16-Piece Forged
Japanese Steel Cutlery Block Set keeps essential
knives on hand and the block features a built-in
Edgekeeper knife sharpener. Each blade is expertly
crafted from superior quality, high-carbon stainless
steel, which ensures the blades retain their ultra-
sharp edge longer than conventional stainless steel.
The forged, dual-riveted, ergonomic handles
provide comfort and control for slicing, dicing, or
chopping. Plus, all knives store neatly in the wood
storage block. The set includes: 8-inch Chef Knife,
8.1-inch Slicing Knife, 7-inch Santoku Knife, 5-inch
Serrated Utility Knife, 5-inch Chef Knife with
Kullens, 4.5-inch Fine-Edge Utility Knife, 3.5-inch
Paring Knife, 3-inch Bird's Beak Paring Knife, (6)
4.5-inch Steak Knives, All-Purpose Shears, and a
Bamboo Block with Built-in Sharpener. This set is
available in white (item 5300065) or black (item
5300064). $89.99 each, Costco

https://www.amazon.com/Sabatier-High-Carbon-Stainless-Razor-Sharp-15-Piece/dp/B0BTMMQ1NZ?ref_=ast_sto_dp
https://www.costco.com/farberware-edgekeeper-16-piece-forged-japanese-steel-cutlery-set.product.4000115057.html
https://www.costco.com/farberware-edgekeeper-16-piece-forged-japanese-steel-cutlery-set.product.4000115057.html
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The Farberware® Pro Pump Salad Spinner
helps you to clean and serve salad greens and
vegetables in seconds. You can wash and dry
produce in the basket, spin it dry, and then
serve your salad in the clear plastic bowl. The
Salad Spinner has a one-handed operation.
Push down on the spinner mechanism to dry
salad greens; then tap the break button when
done. The bowl has a generous capacity (6.65
quart bowl, 5.25 quart basket), and a soft,
nonslip base so it won't slide while spinning.
Hand wash. $24.99. Item 5264312

The Farberware® Slim Box Grater with
Storage Container and Lid offers an easy way
to prep and store food. It features four different
blades designed for a variety of grating and
slicing needs, from fine to coarse. The 1-cup
storage container catches the food, and
features measurement markings for easily
seeing how much has been grated. It also
comes with a lid for storing prepped food in the
fridge. The grater is made from durable
stainless steel with an easy-grip handle for
stability, and the container features a nonslip
base. It's also dishwasher safe for easy
cleaning. $19.99, Item 5292962
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Farberware® One-Hand Locking Tongs are
available with a Stainless Steel or Silicone Head.
Both have scalloped edges that securely grip
delicate foods like fish and veggies without tearing
or piercing. Constructed of durable stainless steel,
the tongs feature a soft-grip side locking
mechanism, which makes it easy to lock/unlock
with one hand. The Silicone Head Tongs are heat-
resistant to 450°F, safe to use on all cookware, and
dishwasher safe. One-Hand Locking Tongs with a
Stainless Steel Head are available in a 12 inch size
(item 5282803) and two 16 inch sizes (items
5288824 and 5288830). One-Hand Locking Tongs
with a Silicone Head are available in a 12 inch size
(item 5282802).

The Farberware® Professional Serrated Blade
Euro Peeler gently slices through soft-skinned
fruits and vegetables without bruising or tearing. It
features a sharp, durable, serrated stainless steel
blade for smooth, precise peeling, and has a built-
in bud remover to remove imperfections with ease.
The ergonomic handle provides comfort, and is
weighted to keep the blade lifted off countertops
when not in use. It's also dishwasher safe for
cleanup. Available in two styles: Hard Handle or
Soft Handle. $5.99, items 5292030 and 5292031

The Farberware® Professional Large Y-Peeler
easily slices through thick-skinned fruits and
vegetables, like butternut squash, without bruising.
It's also great for shredding cabbage and other
foods. The wide, curved, stainless steel blade
allows for less passes, and follows the contours of
fruits and veggies for quick, effortless peeling.
Plus, it's rust-resistant, dishwasher safe, and stays
sharp, even with frequent use. $7.99, Item
5292740
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The Farberware® Professional Secure Fit
Funnel and Strainer Set offers an easy,
mess-free solution for filling bottles with juices,
oils, and dressings, or for straining chicken
stock, kombucha, and homemade jams and
wine. The funnel features over-molded ribs that
help ensure a more universal, secure fit to
bottle openings of various sizes, so it won’t tilt
or fall while pouring. The detachable strainer
filters out unwanted solids from liquids, like
herbs, seeds, or pulp. This set is constructed
from durable, BPA-free plastic and silicone
that's dishwasher safe for fast, thorough
cleaning. $6.99, Item 5292751

The Farberware® Professional Rotary Grater
makes quick, easy work of grating hard or soft
cheeses, chocolate, and nuts. It features a
sharp, stainless steel, etched drum blade that
effortlessly glides through food. The ergonomic
handle provides comfort while grating, and folds
for compact storage in a cabinet or drawer.
Plus, the entire unit is dishwasher safe, and the
knob and drum detach for thorough cleaning.
$12.99, Item 5293112

The Farberware® Professional Flex Turner is
an essential tool for any kitchen. From flipping
and stirring, to sautéing and stir frying, this
versatile tool helps you make a variety of dishes
with ease. The thin, flexible head features an
angled edge that glides easily beneath delicate
foods, and is made from durable, heat-resistant,
BPA-free nylon. Plus, it's safe to use on all
cookware, including nonstick, and it’s
dishwasher safe for easy cleanup. $5.99, Item
5293058
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The Taylor® USB Rechargeable Digital Thermometer
quickly and accurately displays internal food temperatures.
With its oversized 1" LCD readout and blue backlit display,
it's easy to read in any light or at any angle. It features a 1.5
mm ultra-thin precision tip, so less juice escapes when taking
temperatures, and a convenient HOLD button keeps the
temperature displayed on the screen even when the
thermometer is removed from food. Plus, it has USDA
cooking temperatures printed right on the sleeve. This
thermometer features a USB charging port and includes a
cord that can be stored with a secure wrap. $29.99, Item
5280824, Amazon

The Taylor® Programmable Digital Candy/Deep Fry
Thermometer is perfect for monitoring the temperature of
hot oil, melted candy, syrups, and more. A programmable
feature makes the screen light up green when the target
temperature is reached, and displays the information on an
easy-to-read 0.75" LCD panel. The head is tilted to keep the
screen away from hot liquids, preventing condensation from
distorting the display. The 7.5" stem has a blunt end so it
won't scratch pots or pans, and features a re-engineered pan
clip that secures the thermometer to a variety of cookware.
$27.99, Item 5280826, Amazon

The Taylor LED Thermocouple Thermometer gives you
rapid temperature readings, has a wide temperature range
and can hold readings after its been removed from food, and
it’s IPX5 water-resistant for handwashing. Using advanced
thermocouple technology, this thermometer reacts faster to
changes in temperature and gives a more stable reading
than traditional thermometers. It provides a stabilized reading
in 6 seconds or less in food, reading temperatures ranging
from -40°F to 572°F. The ultra-thin 1½-mm tip leaves a much
smaller hole in food, so fewer juices will escape. It features a
HOLD function, which stores the temperature on the display
evem when removed. The 4" stainless steel probe folds into
the casing for storage and acts as an ON/OFF switch.
$19.99, Item 5284814, Target
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The Taylor® USB Rechargeable Digital Kitchen
Scale couples innovation with modern and functional
designs. No more disposable batteries are needed—
simply charge the scale with the convenient USB-C
cord (included). When finished weighing your dry or
liquid ingredients, simply remove the stainless steel
platform and put it in the dishwasher for easy
cleaning - the scale can still be used without the
metal tray. Use the tare function to weigh multiple
ingredients in the same container. Hold feature locks
in the last weight shown on the display. Max capacity
of 11 pounds with weight conversions to grams, fluid
ounces and milliliters. $28.44, Item 5257576, Walmart

The Taylor® Antimicrobial Kitchen Scale is treated
with a food-safe antimicrobial additive that inhibits the
growth of odor and stain causing bacteria on the
scale surface. The extra large 1.1 inch display has a
backlight for easy reading. Simply rotate the knob to
switch between pounds, fluid ounces, and milliliters.
This scale weighs up to a maximum capacity of 11
pounds. Add and weigh TARE allows multiple
ingredients to be weighed in one container. HOLD
locks in last weight displayed on the screen for easy
viewing after an oversized container is removed.
$34.99, Item 5280827, Amazon

The Taylor® High Capacity USB Rechargeable
Digital Kitchen Scale offers a max capacity of 22
pounds with weight conversions to grams and fluid
ounces. And the best part is you no longer need
disposable batteries —charge the scale with the
convenient USB-C cord (included). Our innovative
design also has a storage compartment on the base
of the scale to keep the cords when not in use. Use
the tare function to weigh multiple ingredients in the
same container. $36.94, Item 5295844, Amazon
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For the ultimate performance and precision,
turn to the Taylor® Bluetooth Digital
Smart Body Composition Scale. The AIFit
app feature estimated body fat, body water,
muscle mass, bone mass, weight tracking,
BMI, and calorie estimator function. Multiple
user recognition. Only body weight shows
on the scale when not in use with the app.
The scale has a durable 11.8" x 11.8"
tempered glass platform in a charcoal finish
with stainless steel accents. This Bluetooth
smart bathroom scale features an instant-on
technology eliminating the need to tap the
platform or fuss with a power switch. Stand
on the scale, and your measurements
appear on the vanishing display in bright
white digits. This scale delivers accurate
measurements up to 400 lb. in 0.2 lb.
increments. $40, Item 5297054, Amazon

The Taylor® Digital Glass Bathroom
Scale features an on-trend taupe colored
glass platform with sleek, stainless steel
accents. This scale delivers accurate
measurements up to 400 lb. in 0.2 lb.
increments. This bathroom scale also
boasts an Instant-On feature, eliminating
the need to tap the platform or fuss with a
power switch; stand on the scale, and your
measurements will appear. The sleek 11.8"
x 11.8" platform is made of durable
tempered glass, highlighting the modern
accents of stainless steel and the scale's
2.9" x 1.9" display. $28, tem 5297042,
Amazon
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Chicago MetallicTM Everyday Bakeware features sturdy, versatile pans for
baking delicious homemade sweet and savory meals and desserts. The
sturdy handles feature a stylish, textured pattern that provides a secure grip
for easily removing pans from the oven. These durable pans are made from
carbon steel for superior heat conduction and even baking, with rolled rims
that prevent warping in the oven. The nonstick, silicone-based coating keeps
food from sticking to the pan for easy release and cleanup. The collection
includes: round cake pan, small, medium, large baking sheets, square cake
pan, 9x13 baking pan, 12 cup muffin pan, 24 cup muffin pan, loaf pan, and
pizza crisper. $7.99-$12.99
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The KitchenAid® Premium Damascus Open
Stock Cutlery Collection offers high-quality,
essential knives for all of your food preparation
needs. The razor-sharp, high-carbon Damascus
steel blades effortlessly cut through food for easy
slicing, dicing, or chopping. Each knife features a
custom triple-riveted handle that's crafted from
blonde pakkawood, providing a sturdy,
comfortable grip for better control. The
collection includes: 8 inch Chef Knife ($149.99), 8
inch Slicing Knife ($149.99), 5 inch Santoku Knife
($119.99), 5.5 inch Serrated Utility Knife
($89.99), and 3.5 inch Paring Knife ($69.99).
Amazon, Crate and Barrel (June)

The KitchenAid® Premium Damascus
Ashwood Cutlery Block Set provides
home chefs with high-quality, everyday
cutlery essentials while adding a modern
look to any kitchen. The razor-sharp,
high-carbon Damascus steel blades
effortlessly cut through a variety of food
for easy slicing, dicing, or chopping. Each
knife features a custom triple-riveted
handle that's crafted from blonde
pakkawood, providing a sturdy,
comfortable grip for better control. All
knives store neatly in the elegant
ashwood storage block with stainless
steel base. The set includes: 8 inch Chef
Knife, 8 inch Slicing Knife, 5 inch Santoku
Knife, 5.5 inch Serrated Utility Knife, 3.5
inch Paring Knife, and an ashwood block.
$599.99, Amazon, Crate and Barrel
(June)
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KitchenAid® has everything you need to whip up your favorite sweet or savory recipes while
using your KitchenAid Stand Mixer, Blender or Food Processor. KitchenAid® Premium Kitchen
Tools are durable for everyday use, and made from polished stainless steel, which gives them
a sleek, modern look. The tools are also dishwasher safe for easy cleanup.

• The KitchenAid Premium Solid Turner is ideal for stirring, turning, and lifting foods.
• The KitchenAid Premium Pasta Fork is perfect for scooping and serving pasta. It features

tines for grabbing spaghetti and has a hole to assist with draining liquids.
• The KitchenAid Premium Basting Spoon is great for stirring, scooping, and serving foods.
• The KitchenAid Premium Ladle depth is perfect for dishing out gravies, soups, stews, liquid

dishes, dressings, and sauces.
• The KitchenAid Premium Scraper Spatula helps effortlessly scrape ingredients from bowls.
• The KitchenAid Premium Slotted Spoon is ideal for stirring, scooping, draining, and serving.
• The KitchenAid Premium Slotted Turner helps stir, turn, lift, and drain foods.
• The KitchenAid Premium Strainer helps drain foods from hot oil, water, or broth.
• The KitchenAid Premium Utility Whisk helps mix, whip, and aerate sauces and batters.

KitchenAid Premium Tools. Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/KitchenAid-Premium-Turner-13-6-Inch-Stainless/dp/B09MTZBSP6/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1VSSTCU0NIQ3Z&keywords=kitchenaid+premium+turner&qid=1669821929&sprefix=kitchenaid+premium+turner,aps,63&sr=8-1
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Quickly clean and dry salad greens, fruits, and
vegetables with the KitchenAid® Universal
Salad Spinner. The spinning design keeps
your lettuce crisp while washing. The soft-touch
pump mechanism and brake button provide
one-handed operation. Press the pump
mechanism to spin and tap the brake button to
stop. The lock secures the pump mechanism in
the lid when not in use, and the pieces nest
together for storage. The bowl features a
nonslip base to keep the salad spinner in place.
Use the basket separately as a colander, or use
the clear bowl for serving salads. Hand wash.
$50, Item KQ308OSERA, Amazon

KitchenAid® 12-Inch Locking Tongs are
constructed of durable stainless steel and
feature an innovative soft-grip side locking
mechanism, which makes it easy to lock/unlock
with just one hand. The tongs have scalloped
edges that securely grip delicate foods like fish
and veggies without tearing or piercing, and
they are dishwasher safe for easy cleanup.
$18.99, Walmart (May)

The KitchenAid® Universal Easy View
Angled Measuring Cup Set Of 3 helps you
measure wet and dry ingredients with ease.
This essential tool features an integrated spout
for smooth pouring, and a nonslip handle for
optimal comfort and control. The angled design
allows you to easily view measurements--no
lifting required. Set includes 3 sizes, 4 cups, 2
cups and 1 cup. Dishwasher safe. $27, Item
KQ289OSOBA, Amazon

https://www.amazon.com/KitchenAid-Universal-Spinner-Mechanism-Empire/dp/B09S6TZ69R/ref=sr_1_2?crid=1B7VOQE7MS6YX&keywords=kitchenaid+salad+spinner&qid=1677603810&s=home-garden&sprefix=kitchenaid+salad+spinne,garden,120&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/KitchenAid-Universal-Angled-Measuring-Handles/dp/B09TX21GK1/ref=sr_1_2?crid=CMBPHHKLE5IU&keywords=kitchenaid+angled+measuring+cups&qid=1677602792&s=home-garden&sprefix=kitchenaid+angled+measurin,garden,182&sr=1-2
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The Sabatier Expandable Dish Rack features
an expandable drain board for extra capacity
when needed. It has a compact footprint that
expands from 18.5-inches to 29.4-inches. The
extra drain board space is great for stock pots,
glasses, bulky bowls and platters. This dish rack
has slots for up to 8 plates, with one extra wide
slot for a frying pan. It features stainless steel
side panels and soft touch, coated wires. The
drain board features a bi-directional spout for
draining water from both sides of the sink. The
stemware attachment with soft-touch coating, is
perfect for hanging up to 4 wine glasses securely.
The rack holds 6 cups or mugs, and has a
second drip catcher, which can be pulled out
when cups are on the tines. The detachable
flatware caddy has 3 compartments for
organizing and transport to the flatware drawer.
The soft feet help keep the rack in place and
countertops protected. $69.99, Item 5199813,
Amazon

This high-capacity KitchenAid Stainless Steel
Dish Drying Rack can hold 11 dinner plates, 7
mugs or glasses, pots, pans, and more. It
features a flatware caddy with 3 compartments,
including 2 removable knife inserts for separating
utensils. The angled self-draining board included
with the dish rack allows water to drain into the
sink to keep countertops dry and mess-free. The
durable, stainless steel panels and rust-resistant,
and the satin wire design promotes fast and
efficient air drying. The rack features sturdy, soft,
non-slip feet that help protect countertops while
keeping the dish rack in place. All drying rack
parts are removable for easy cleanup. $72, Item
KE897BXCGA, Amazon
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The Copco® Multi-Tier Cabinet Storage
Turntable is great for keeping vitamins, makeup,
crafts or office supplies, and more organized and
easily accessible. Features large and small
sections to fit bigger items, such as large jars of
vitamins, and smaller items, such as paper clips
and prescription bottles. The turntable smoothly
rotates for quick access to items inside cabinets
or the pantry. The built-in handles make it easy to
transport around your home. The nonslip liner
keeps items in place, and the raised outer rim
prevents items from falling off while rotating.
Measures 12.2 x 12.2 x 3.9 inches. Available in
White, $17 (Item 5272727) and Clear (Item
5284893) , $21, Amazon

The Copco® Two-Tier Snack Turntable Organizer is perfect for storing snacks in
your kitchen, plus it’s great for office supplies, beauty and bathroom supplies, odds
and ends for craft projects, and more. Its two-tier design means double the storage
potential! Removable divided compartments help with sorting and make refilling
easy. This smooth-glide, revolving organizer provides easy access to everything you
need. Its nonskid base secures the turntable in place while rotating, and its raised,
rim prevents items from falling off when in use. Top tier measures 10inches, bottom
tier measures 12inches x 9.7inches high. $29.99, Item 5254097, Amazon
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This Copco® 12-inch 2 Tier Storage
Turntable with Removable Divided
Center is perfect for keeping personal care
essentials, pantry items, or office and craft
supplies neat and easy to find. The
multiple sections and rotating design allow
for maximum usage of space and easy
access to items. The nonskid liner keeps
items in place and soft, nonslip feet keep
the turntable secure in cabinets or on
countertops. Place removable dividers in
the center cylinder to create 3 sections for
storing lip balm, eye drops, and other small
items. The outer wall prevents items from
falling off while rotating. Measures 12 x 12
x 5.7 inches. $24.99, Item 5279159,
Amazon

Copco® Food Storage Containers are
made from BPA-free plastic and are perfect
for storing dry foods in the panty, fresh
foods in the fridge, and more. These
stackable, modular canisters come in
different sizes and shapes to make the
best use of space. The air-tight container
features a sliding lid lock that securely
fastens it closed to keep food fresh and
prevent spills. The clear design allows you
to view and access contents with ease.
Also great for storing office and crafting
supplies, hair ties, cotton rounds, and other
household items. Clear containers are top
rack dishwasher safe. Lids are hand-wash
only. $10-$19 each, Amazon
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The BUILT® All In Backpack can be used on a desk, table, and more, making it your
all-in-one companion for work on the go. Transport your laptop (up to 16-inches) or
tablet in the padded pocket at the back of the bag. The front panel drops down, giving
you access to essential items, and providing a ventilated, padded platform for your
laptop while you work. A removable drawer with adjustable divider holds electronics,
wires, and accessories. The bag has 22 pockets for organization, including two side
zippered compartments with room for supplies, a water bottle, umbrella, and more. A
quick-access top pocket has a key lease and room for a phone, earbuds, ID cards,
cosmetics, and other essentials. A phone stand, which can attach to the bag or sit on a
desktop, is included and fits all size phones. Made of ripstop nylon and durable PU
coated Corduar, this lightweight backpack (2.8 pounds) features generously padded
shoulder straps, a mesh back for breathability, overall reinforced construction to
handle heavy loads, and a luggage handle sleeve for travel. Item 5300034, Available
exclusively at Builtny.com (February 2023) $120
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The BUILT® Puffer Lunch Tote Bag is
stylish, durable, lightweight, and
spacious, making it perfect for
transporting food and drinks on the
go. Designed with a fashion-forward,
quilted puffer exterior, the bag is
available in five on-trend colors and
patterns, including: Citrus Sunrise
Stripe, Twilight Blue Stripe, Nightfall
Tie Dye, Black, and Off the Grid Blue.
The main compartment is insulating
with lots of room for food and drinks.
It features an interior mesh pocket
for organizing, two side pockets, long
carry straps, and a zipper closure. The
exterior of the bag is made from an
easy to clean nylon. The Built Puffer
Lunch Tote Bag is also BPA-Free.
$22.99

BUILT® Cascade Bottles keep drinks cold for up to 24
hours or hot for up to 6 hours. The lids are easy to open
and close and have a leak-proof seal. The main body of
these bottles is crafted from high quality, food grade
18/8 double-wall stainless steel. The double-wall
construction helps to prevent condensation from
forming on the outside. The bottles are Food and Lead
Safety tested plus they are PVC, BPA, latex and
phthalate-free. New bottles in the BUILT Cascade
collection include:
•BUILT 12oz Wide Mouth Cascade with Straw Lid,
$15.99 (8 colors)
•BUILT 20oz Wide Mouth Cascade with Straw Lid,
$21.99 (5 colors)
•BUILT 24oz Standard Mouth Cascade Water Bottle,
$26.99 (5 colors)
•BUILT 32oz Wide Mouth Cascade with Chug Lid, $29.99
(5 colors)
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Kickstart your healthy habits with the
BUILT 37oz Motivational Water Bottle.
The hourly time markers and capacity
markers help keep your daily water
intake on track. It has a wide mouth
opening that’s perfect for adding water
and ice and makes it easy to clean. The
bottle has a built in carry handle, is
made from durable break resistant
Tritan™, is BPA-Free, dishwasher safe,
and available in Mint or Pink. One-
percent of each purchase is donated to
Water.org, empowering one person in
need with 8 months of access to safe
water. Item 5286753, $17.99, Built.com

The BUILT 24oz Dualid Bottle features an innovative,
patent-pending, two-in-one chug and straw lid. You
can chug beverages by unscrewing the leak-proof cap,
or sip them by flipping up the built-in drinking straw.
The entire lid screws off, revealing a wide-mouth
opening that makes it easy to add ice and beverages,
and makes cleaning a breeze. This bottle keeps drinks
cold for up to 24 hours or hot for up to 6 hours, and
has a 24-ounce capacity. The hinged carry handle is
designed for a comfortable hold. The bottle body is
crafted from high-quality, food-grade, 18/8 double-
wall, vacuum-sealed stainless steel, which helps to
prevent condensation from forming on the outside.
The lid is dishwasher safe and the body is hand wash.
The Dualid Bottle is food and lead safety tested, as
well as PVC, BPA, latex, and phthalate-free. It stands
10.04" tall with a diameter of 3.5," which makes its
perfect to fit in standard size cup holders. The bottle is
available in four colors: Twilight Blue Ombre, Nightfall
Tie Dye, Off the Grid Blue, and Black. In addition, one-
percent of each purchase is donated to Water.org,
empowering one person in need with 8 months of
access to safe water. $17.99
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Solids
Collection

Celestial
Celebrations

Woodland Flora
Collection

Holiday Capsule
Collection

S'well bottles feature Therma-S’well® Technology with
triple-layered, vacuum-insulated construction designed to
keep beverages colder or hotter, longer than all the rest.

The bottles have a condensation-free exterior that won't
sweat in your hands or bag, and are BPA/BPS-free and
reusable. Hand-wash recommended.

NEW LAUNCHES
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The S'well Salad Bowl Kit is the perfect
all-in-one companion for at-home meal
prep and on-the-go eating. It's also great
for holding snacks on movie night with the
family! The kit includes one 64oz (1.9L)
Salad Bowl - total capacity - with a 2oz
(60ml) Condiment Container and
removable tray. A leak proof, see-through
lid and closable condiment container help
organize salad toppings, bread,
sandwiches or utensils. Made from 18/8,
food grade, stainless steel, it’s BPA/BPS-
free and reusable, and perfect for short-
term refrigerator and freezer storage. Top-
rack, dishwasher safe. The Salad Bowl Kit
is available in Azurite Marble, Onyx,
Teakwood, Hillside Lavender, Mountain
Sage, and Wild Cherry. $40, Swell.com

The S'well Ice Cream Pint Cooler
features Therma-S’well® Technology
with triple-layered, vacuum-insulated
construction designed to keep ice
cream frozen for hours. Condensation-
free and leak-proof so it won't sweat in
your hands or on tables. Made of 18/8,
food-grade stainless steel. BPA/BPS-
free and reusable. Vessel is top-rack,
dishwasher safe. Lid is hand wash
only. The Ice Cream Pint Cooler is
available in three colors: $35,
Swell.com
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Imitating the charm of raw materials and natural fibers that can be found in the
world’s most picturesque forests, the S’well Wood Collection, featured in a
smooth matte finish, resembles mixed distressed woods.

S'well bottles feature Therma-S’well® Technology with triple-layered, vacuum-
insulated construction designed to keep beverages colder or hotter, longer than all
the rest. Offers a condensation-free exterior that won't sweat in your hands or bag.
BPA/BPS-free and reusable. Hand-wash recommended.

Inspired by nature, the S’well Elements Collection features a shiny, high-gloss
finish that mimics the lustre and sheen of organic materials culled from ancient
quarries. Each bottle is one-of-a-kind, just like the individual who carries it.
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Media Contact:
Lisa Lochner

lisa.lochner@lifetimebrands.com

*Please note that all information, product names and pricing contained in this book are published 
to the best of our knowledge as of XXXX 2023. We retain the right to make changes to this 

information as new information becomes available.  Please be sure to fact check all information 
with Lisa Lochner prior to printing.  Thank you.

The trademarks ® and TM and logos appearing herein are the property of Lifetime Brands, Inc. 
and/or their respective owners.  © 2023. Lifetime Brands, Inc. All rights reserved.

About Lifetime Brands, Inc.

Lifetime Brands is a leading global designer, developer and marketer of a broad
range of branded consumer products used in the home. The Company markets
its products under well-known kitchenware brands, including Farberware®,
KitchenAid®, Sabatier®, Amco Houseworks®, Chef’n® Chicago™ Metallic,
Copco®, Fred® & Friends, Houdini™, KitchenCraft®, Kamenstein®, La
Cafetière®, MasterClass®, Misto®, Swing-A-Way®, Taylor® Kitchen, and
Rabbit®; respected tableware and giftware brands, including Mikasa®,
Pfaltzgraff®, Fitz and Floyd®, Empire Silver™, Gorham®, International® Silver,
Towle® Silversmiths, Wallace®, Wilton Armetale®, V&A®, Royal Botanic
Gardens Kew® and Year & Day®; and valued home solutions brands, including
BUILT NY®, S’well®, Taylor® Bath, Taylor® Kitchen, Taylor® Weather and
Planet Box®. The Company also provides exclusive private label products to
leading retailers worldwide. The Company’s corporate website is
www.lifetimebrands.com.
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